REMOQUIP REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Removes Health & Safety Hazards from every Industry

- Transforming standard machines into remote operation
- Enables machines to operate as standard equipment and remote control on demand
- Can be fitted on a large range of equipment
- Remote Control On Demand! Switch between conventional operation & remote control – dual control
- Huge cost saving – No need to buy or hire a demo robot
- No generator required
- No 3-Phase leads required
- 2 – 200 Ton machine capabilities
- Removes operator from danger zone to safe location
- Worldwide Shipping
- Large Range of new equipment fitted with Remoquip system available for delivery worldwide

POSSIBLE USES FOR SYSTEM

The Remoquip System enables a standard machine to be remotely operated for a variety of tasks such as:

- Demolition
- Landmine removal
- Excavation
- Working in areas of smoke, fumes, radiation, etc
- Natural disasters
- Earthquake situations
- Landslides
- Emergency services
- Removal of hazardous goods
- Removal of explosive material
- Chemical spills
- Rock breaking
- Mining
- Construction work
- Enabling disabled persons to operate equipment
- Any situation where it is safer or more convenient to have operator work remotely

DON’T BUY A DEMOLITION ROBOT
TRY REMOQUIP FIRST!

- Health & Safety First
- Eliminate the hazards of 3-Phase Electricity on site
- Eliminate need for generator
- Transforms standard machine to demolition robot on demand
- Huge Cost Saving
- Allows Contractor to maximise usage of equipment
- Eliminate need for investment in dedicated machines
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